Reference Books – in reference area at Dewey Library

Encyclopedia of Psychology    Dewey Ref BF 31 E523x 2000

Corsini Encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science    Dewey Ref BF 31 E52 2000

Concise Corsini encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science    Online (Go to University Libraries website [http://library.albany.edu], choose “My research subject is…” -> “Social Welfare” -> “Internet Resources” -> “General Sites.”

Psychology dictionaries    Several in Dewey Reference, call number areas BF 31, RA 790.5, and RC 437

Medical reference books    Several in Dewey Reference, call number areas R 121-RS 75

Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms    Online with PsycINFO database (also in Dewey Reference Z 695.1 P7 T48 2007)

MESH (Medical Subject Headings)    Online with MEDLINE database (also in Dewey Reference Z 695.1 M48 U52C 2002)

Databases – from Libraries homepage (http://library.albany.edu) choose “Databases & Indexes”

PsycINFO (for very detailed information about the database go to http://www.apa.org/psycinfo/about)

MEDLINE (via EBSCO)

CINAHL

Health Reference Center

For other related databases consult “Guide to Information Sources in Social Welfare”
Websites

Social Welfare and Psychology homepages at University at Albany Libraries library.albany.edu ---and then select My Research Subject from right side of screen. See “Assessment,” “Evidence-Based Practice,” “Gerontology,” “Mental Health and Therapy,” “Substance Abuse.”

National Institutes of Health www.nih.gov (see “Health Information” and “Institutes, Centers and Offices”)

National Institute of Mental Health www.nimh.nih.gov

Center Watch www.centerwatch.com/ (see “Trial Listings”)

Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine www.cebm.utoronto.ca/intro/whatis.htm (see “Evidence Resources, under that, Websites”)

Research in Practice for Adults www.ripfa.org.uk/index.asp

Health Finder www.healthfinder.gov/library/ (see “Organization List” near top of page)

New York University, World Wide Web Resources for Social Workers www.nyu.edu/socialwork/wwwrsw/
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